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The most successful companies and leaders in the world understand that innovation is a critical 
key to growth and building a sustainable business. But not all leaders understand how to accelerate 
the innovators within themselves or how to nurture, inspire and support their teams to be more 
innovative.
Dr. David Ricketts is passionate about helping leaders and organizations drive success through 
innovation. He does this by bringing the same lessons he shares in the Harvard classroom to the 
stage and inspiring and motivating his audiences to release the innovators within.

Harvard Innovation Fellow 
Dr. Ricketts co-developed and teaches the 
foundational innovation course in the School of 
Engineering and Applied Sciences (SEAS) at Harvard.  
This course has become one of the top 10 attended 
classes in the school.

Award Winning Scientist
Dr. Ricketts is the recipient of the prestigious CAREER 
award from the National Science Foundation.

Innovation Keynote Speaker
Dr. Ricketts is one of the most highly sought 
innovation speakers  and has spoken globally from 
Toronto to Buenos Aires and Australia to Dubai 
on how organizations can drive success through 
innovation.

Driving Corporate Success
Dr. Ricketts works with the world’s leading companies 
to drive success through innovation. He’s worked with 
Mastercard, Disney, ESPN, GM, Dell and other Fortune 
500 companies.

CXO Partner
Dr. Ricketts works with the worlds leading CEO, CIO 
and CTOs to accelerate    innovation culture and 
productivity in their organizations.

Cutting Edge Innovator
Dr. Ricketts’ cutting edge innovations have been 
featured on CBS, Smithsonion and other national 
platforms.

Scholar & Professor
Dr. Ricketts has held appointments at Harvard 
University, Canegie Mellon, MIT and North Carolina 
State University.



DISRUPTIVE 
INNOVATION  

Based on Dr. Ricketts’ 
research at Harvard 

University, this keynote uses 
examples from technology 
and our everyday lives to 

help audiences understand 
and develop disruptive 

innovations. This keynote 
will explore how disruptive 

innovations come about, how 
you can be the one to create 
them and how to make sure 
one doesn’t disrupt you and 

your organization.

THE FUTURE OF 
TECHNOLOGY 

Technology plays a 
significant role in innovation. 

Through his Future of 
Technology keynotes, David 
speaks to how organizations 

can use technology to 
accelerate and drive 

innovation.

URBAN  
INNOVATION

Innovation in the urban / 
civic space is on the rise. 

As an expert in Urban 
Innovation, David speaks 

to cities, governments and 
civic organizations around 
the globe to help them find 

new innovative ways to meet 
urban challenges and to 

satisfy citizens’ needs.
These keynotes are fully 

customizable to best fit the 
needs of your audience.
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DR. RICKETTS IS  
THE SPEAKER OF CHOICE! 
Through his INSPIRING and INFORMATIVE 
keynote speeches, Dr. David S. Ricketts 
helps leaders understand the role that 
innovation plays in securing the future of their 
organization and individual careers. With this 
knowledge they are able to drive success 
through innovation in their career and 
organization that leads to creating changes 
that help secure future success.

MOST REQUESTED TOPICS
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WORKING WITH LEADING INNOVATORS  
FROM AUSTRALIA TO DUBAI
David travels the globe delivering his insights and sharing his expertise on innovation 
with the world’s leading companies. He’s worked with Mastercard, Disney, ESPN, GM, Dell, 
Google, Facebook, and other Fortune 500 companies to help them drive innovation in their 
organizations through collaborative consulting, training and other innovative initiatives. He’s 
spoken in over 30 countries around the world and is one of the most sought after Innovation 
Scholars and Experts.



If you are ready to wow your audience with a keynote  
that will have them leaning in and inspire them into action,  
Dr. David Ricketts is your speaker of choice. 

Connect today to discuss booking Dr. Ricketts for your next event.

617-807-0318
info@drdavidricketts.com
www.drdavidricketts.com
www.linkedin.com/in/drdavidricketts
www.youtube.com/drdavidricketts

WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING… 
Dr. Ricketts is a vivid and powerful 
story teller with the ability to inspire a 
room and move audiences to listen, 
learn, engage, and act!

This innovation keynote gave me 
goosebumps! So ready to take action!

David had me leaning in from the 
first sentence, I liked his style, great 
inspirational stories! I loved it!

David really delivered! Being he’s from 
Harvard, I had high expectations, he 
exceeded them.


